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Motion Aftereffect with Flickering Test Patterns Reveals Higher Stages of Motion Processing SHIN'YA NISHIDA,*t TAKAO SATO* Received 31 August 1993; in revised form 3 March 1994; in final form 10 June 1994



A series of experiments was conducted to clarify the distinction between motion aftereffects (MAEs) with static and counterphasing test patterns (static and flicker MAEs). It was found that while the motion of higher-order structure, such as areas defined by texture, flicker, or stereoscopic depth, induces little static MAE, such motion reliably generates flicker MAE. It was also found that static and flicker MAEs were induced in opposite directions for stimuli in which first- and second-order structures moved in opposite directions (compound graftings of 2 f + 3for 2 f + 3 f + 4f, shifting a half cycle of 2f). When the test was static, MAE was induced in the direction opposite to the first-order motion; but when the test was counterphasing, MAE was induced in the direction opposite to the second-order motion. This means that static MAE is predominantly induced by first-order motion, but that flicker MAE is affected strongly by second-order motion, along with first-order motion. The present results suggest that static MAE primarily reflects adaptation of a low-level motion mechanism, where first-order motion is processed, while flicker MAE reveals a high-level motion processing, where both first- and second-order motion signals are available.
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INTRODUCTION We can perceive motion as a result of either the movement of first-order spatial structures in the stimulus (luminance and color) or the movement of second- or higher-order structures, such as contrast modulation and texture borders. The former is called first-order motion, and the latter second-order motion (Cavanagh & Mather, 1989). It has been proposed that the two types of motion are dominantly processed by separate mechanisms (Badcock & Derrington, 1985, 1989; Derrington & Badcock, 1985; Chubb & Sperling, 1988, 1989; Cavanagh & Mather, 1989). One of the major differences



*Information Science Research Laboratory, N T T Basic Research Laboratories, 3-1 Morinosato-Wakamiya, Atsugi-shi, K a n a g a w a 243-01, Japan. t T o w h o m all correspondence should be addressed. :~The stimulus used by von Griinau (1985) was a two-frame apparent motion of a rectangular area consisting of a sinusoidal grating. It is unlikely that a quasi-linear mechanism that responds to firstorder motion (e.g. Adelson & Bergen, 1985) subserves that motion perception, since the j u m p size was greater than two cycles of the spatial frequency of the grating. The stimulus can be thought as a movement o f contrast modulation (second-order structure) rather than sinusoidal luminance modulation (first-order structure). The contrast modulation function had a constant non-zero value within the rectangular region, and zero elsewhere. The spatial position of this contrast function was shifted between frames. The shift of the contrast modulation is detectable by a non-linear mechanism that is sensitive to second-order motion (e.g. C h u b b & Sperling, 1988). 477



between first- and second-order motion is in the ability to induce a motion aftereffect (MAE). This effect, also known as the waterfall illusion, is a phenomenon in which, after observers have been exposed to unidirectional motion for a prolonged period, a static pattern is perceived as moving in the opposite direction (see Thompson, 1993 for a historical review). Several studies have shown that MAE is induced strongly by first-order motion but only slightly by second-order motion (Anstis, 1980; Derrington & Badcock, 1985; Nishida & Sato, 1992). This relative ineffectiveness of second-order motion, however, is inconsistent with the view that second-order motion may be detected by simple motion extraction mechanisms similar to those for first-order motion (Chubb & Sperling, 1988; Cavanagh & Mather, 1989; Nishida, 1993). von Gr/inau (1986), however, demonstrated clear MAE with adaptation to long-range apparent motion that, within the framework of the present study, can be considered to be second-order motion.~ A unique feature of von Griinau's study is that his test stimulus was an ambiguously moving flickering pattern rather than a static pattern such as those used in the previous studies. He and researchers after him (von Gr/inau & Dubr, 1992; Cavanagh & Mather, 1989) have regarded this flicker MAE as simply a more sensitive version of the MAE induced with a static test pattern (static MAE), and have paid little attention to possible differences in the underlying mechanisms.
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It is plausible, however, that second-order motion, which produces little static MAE, is generally quite effective in inducing flicker MAE. In the present study, we examine this hypothesis by investigating the magnitude of static and flicker MAEs with various types of motion stimuli. We first used several different types of second-order stimuli to see if flicker M A E is a general phenomenon associated with second-order motion. Then, to examine the contributions of the first- and second-order motion, we evaluated the two types of MAEs using adaptation stimuli in which first- and second-order structures were expected to move in opposite directions. The results showed that the flicker M A E is considerably more sensitive to second-order motion than the static M A E is, suggesting that the two kinds of M A E s may reveal different stages of motion processing.



EXPERIMENT



1



In the first experiment, we examined the magnitude of the two types of M A E for various second-order motions. We used five types of adaptation stimuli (Fig. 1). R D was a normal random-dot kinematogram, FL was a movement of flickering dots over a static random dot field, TX 1 was a movement of texture stripes defined by different granularities, TX2 was a movement of even isodipole texture stripes (Victor & Conte, 1990), and
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ST was a movement of stripes with protruding depth. These stimuli, except for RD, are movements defined by second- or higher-order properties. According to a mathematical framework proposed by Chubb and Sperling (1988), they are drift-balanced random stimuli that are invisible to quasi-linear motion detectors, such as those proposed by Adelson and Bergen (1985), van Santen and Sperling (1985) and Watson and A h u m a d a (1985).



Method Stimuli and apparatus. Each adaptation stimulus had two types of areas, A and B, that differed in one of five spatial or temporal characteristics and were alternately configured to form a pattern of vertical stripes (Figs 1 and 2). The width of each stripe was 16 dots (l.07deg) and the whole pattern, which subtended 3.2(V) x 8.5(H)deg, comprised eight of these stripes. The pattern was horizontally shifted by 8 min arc once every 60 msec (2.22 deg/sec) while keeping the external border unchanged. For each adaptation stimulus, 16 frames were prepared and presented repeatedly during the adaptation period. For the R D stimulus, both A and B stripes consisted of a black and white random-dot field. The dot density was 50% and each dot subtended 4 x 4 m i n arc. All the random-dot patterns forming the A stripes were exactly the same, and so were the patterns forming the
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FIGURE 1. Space-space and space time plots of the adaptation stimuli used in Expt 1. RD, random-dot kinematogram; FL, movement of flickering dot fields; TX1, movement of texture stripes defined by different granularities; TX2, movement of isodipole texture stripes; ST, movement of stripes with protruding depth. Except for RD, these are drift-balanced random stimuli (Chubb & Sperling, 1988).
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FIGURE 2. Configuration of the stimuli. The adaptation stimulus (center) consisted of two types of stripes. During the test phase, the adaptation stimulus was replaced by either a static or counterphasing square-wave grating. FP, fixation point.



B stripes. This was necessary for producing a smooth continuous motion when repeatedly presenting the 16frame sequence. For the FL stimulus, the stripes were segregated by flicker cue. The A stripes were static random-dot fields, and each B stripe was replaced by a new uncorrelated random-dot field at every displacement. Each dot subtended 4 x 4 min arc. Stripes in the TX1 stimulus were defined by a granularity difference. The A stripes were a random-dot field consisting of 4 × 4 min arc dots; the B stripes were random-dot fields consisting of 16(V) x 4(H) min arc dots. For the TX2 stimulus, the two types of stripes were segregated by a difference in higher-order structure (Victor & Conte, 1990). The A stripes were random-dot fields consisting of 4 × 4 m i n arc dots. Although the B stripes also consisted of 4 x 4 min arc dots, the position of B stripe dots was constrained such that each 2 x 2 subregion had an even number of black dots or white dots. Although the two types of stripes were perceptually segregated by this texture cue, their third-order statistics were identical (Julesz, Gilbert & Victor, 1978). Therefore, strictly speaking, TX2 was a fourth-order motion, rather than a second-order motion. Finally, the stripes in the ST stimulus were defined by a binocular disparity difference



*The optimal test temporal frequency for measuring flicker MAE is about 2 Hz. In a preliminary experiment, we examined the effectof the test temporal frequency on the magnitude of flicker MAE. The adaptation stimulus was a sinusoidal grating drifting at either 2.1 or 8.3 Hz, and the test stimulus was a counterphasing grating. The results showed that the magnitude of flicker MAE was almost constant for test frequencies of 1-3 Hz, and that it gradually decreased as the frequency increased further. The adaptation temporal frequency had no effect. This reduction of flicker MAE could be related to the subjective impression that when the frequency is high, the test stimulus most often appears to be flickering without drifting.
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(Julesz, 1971): the A stripes were presented on the fixation plane, while the B stripes had a crossed disparity of 4 min arc. The dot size was 4 × 4 min arc. For the TX1, TX2, and ST conditions, the pattern was refreshed at every displacement to remove flicker motion cues. For all stimulus types, the Michelson contrast of the adaptation stimulus was 60%. The test stimulus was a vertical luminance-defined square-wave grating of 1.9 c/deg presented within the same area as the adaptation stimulus. When the magnitude of static M A E was measured, the test grating was stationary. For measuring flicker MAE, however, the test grating was spatially shifted by 180 deg of phase angle once every 240 msec; i.e. it was counterphased by a 2.1 Hz square wave.* The test contrast was 30%. The adaptation/test stimulus was flanked by reference stimuli above and below, with a gap of 1 deg, to enhance static M A E (Day & Strelow, 1971). Each reference stimulus was a static square-wave grating (1.9c/deg, 30% contrast) the same size as the adaptation/test stimulus. The background was a uniform gray field, 13.6(V) x 8.8(H)deg, with a luminance value equal to the mean luminance of the stimuli (33.5 cd/m2). The stimulus was presented on a C R T (SonyGDM1952) controlled by a workstation (ConcurrentMC6450). The refresh rate of the C R T was 66.7 Hz, and 256 (8-bit) intensity levels were available for each pixel. C R T g a m m a nonlinearity was corrected by adjusting the look-up table. Subjects viewed the stimulus binocularly with a chin rest in a dimly lit room. At the viewing distance of 104 cm, 1 pixel subtended a 1 x 1 min arc area. For the ST condition, the stimuli for left and right eyes were presented separately on the C R T and were viewed through a mirror haploscope. Procedures. To estimate the strength of MAE, we recorded the direction and the duration of illusory motion perceived after adaptation. This enabled us to use the same procedure to measure the magnitude of both types of MAE. We also monitored the perceived motion direction during adaptation to check whether the subject truly percevied the adaptation motion in the expected direction. In each trial, the adaptation stimulus was presented for 30 sec and was immediately followed by a 30-sec presentation of the test stimulus. The subjects were instructed to continuously report the percevied direction by pressing buttons in both the adaptation and test periods. One button was assigned to leftward motion and the other to rightward motion. No button press was required when the subject could not decide motion direction (for the adaptation stimulus and the flicker test) or perceived no motion (for the static test). The sampling rate of the button press was 66.7 Hz. During each trial, the subject fixated on a red dot located at the center of the adaptation (or test) stimulus. The inter-trial interval was at least 1 min, and the shift direction of the adaptation stimulus was changed between trials.
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To quantify the direction of motion perception during adaptation, we calculated a direction index (Dp - Do)/D,, where Dp is the duration of button pressing for the positive direction (i.e. the direction of the adaptation motion), D, is the duration for the negative direction, and D t is the total adapting duration. The data from the first 1 sec was excluded. When the adaptation stimulus is steadily perceived to move in the shift direction, the index is 1.0, when the perceived direction is completely ambiguous, the index is 0.0. For the test phase, an index of the magnitude of M A E was calculated. The index was defined as D p - Dn; i.e. the difference between total duration of button pressings for the positive and negative directions. A negative value indicates that M A E is predominantly induced in the direction opposite to the adaptation motion, as is normally found with regular static MAE. With static MAE, the index actually reflected only the duration of negative MAE, since Dp was almost always zero with static MAE. For the flicker test, however, Dp was not always zero: subjects typically perceived a dirft in the negative direction for the first several seconds of the test period, and this drift sometimes was followed by a brief spell of positive drift. Then the perceived direction started to alternate between the two directions. The index we used is not affected by this directional alternation; it reflects only the directional bias caused by the adaptation. Subjects. Two authors (SN and TS) participated in the experiment. SN is myopic but his acuity was corrected by contact lenses; TS is emmetropic. Both subjects had no problem in perceiving depth in random-dot stereograms (Julesz, 1971).



is sensitive to this kind of motion. This suggests that the two types of M A E reveal different stages of motion processing. It is possible, however, to argue that a flicker M A E is more sensitive to any type of motion than static M A E is (von Griinau & DubS, 1992; Cavanagh & Mather, 1989), and the dissociation found here just reflects this sensitivity different. Therefore, to elucidate the differences between the two types of MAE, we conducted an experiment using an adaptation stimulus in which first- and second-order structures were expected to move in opposite directions (Nishida & Sato, 1992). The adaptation pattern was an apparent motion of a compound sinusoidal grating comprising the second (2f) and the third (3f) harmonics of a fundamental frequency ( f ) . The compound grating was shifted by a distance corresponding to 0.25 cycles of the fundamental frequency. The shift was done successively with a given temporal interval [stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA)]. There was no inter-stimulus interval. Thus, the luminance (L) and the contrast (C) of the stimulus
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The results of Expt 1 show that static M A E is largely insensitive to second-order motion, but that flicker M A E
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